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The concept of a war memorial began in 1947 with the
creation of the Memorial Capital Campaign to build the new
Memorial Gym and renovate Bicknell Gym. One of the campaign’s
stated goals was to include a memorial plaque that would be a tribute
to the 893 alumni of the school who served in World War II and
especially the 46 who had died during that conflict.
By 1949 discussion in earnest had begun about the suggested
memorial plaque. It was decided that listing all names of WWII
participants would not be feasible, and the names of the 46 who
paid the ultimate price were listed by class with the remaining men
mentioned as a whole in the text.
Once the design of
the plaque was finalized,
the Campaign Committee
settled on Clevelander
Frank L. Jirouch as the
sculptor and the Roman
Bronze Works of Queens,
NY, to cast the plaque,
which was dedicated on
May 27, 1951, the 125th
anniversary of WRA.
In the fall of 1953,
Hudson resident Harrison
“Hub” Bubb entered
WRA as a freshman. To
him, the plaque honoring
the Academy’s fallen was
impressive; its importance stayed with him for a lifetime.

In 2004, thanks to the outstanding generosity of Joy and
Tom Murdough, the new WRA Murdough Athletic Center opened.
As beautiful as it is, the new facility created one casualty: the
WWII War Memorial had gone from being in plain view daily to
being in a dead-end corner, no longer visible to any foot traffic.
Newcomers to campus were unaware of its existence. And time
had taken its toll as can be seen below.

Fast forward to 2019. Local members of the Class of 1957,
including Hub, were attending an 80th birthday party hosted by
Erika and Brooke Anderson ’57 and Sharon and Ned Topping ’57.
During that event Hub discussed the problem of the now-invisible
memorial and the challenges it presented, including possible
solutions. Further discussion with Brooke Anderson led to a plan.
The plan seemed simple: present the idea of designing and
building a memorial in the center of campus to the new Head of
School Suzanne Buck. So Hub did just that. As a newcomer to
campus, Mrs. Buck’s reaction was not surprising; she had no idea
what or where the current memorial was. But – she did not say
“No,” and showed real interest.
The next step was a conversation with her at the 2019
Christmas Party. That led to her introducing Hub and Brooke
to Dr. Nicholas Kent, whose assignment was to pursue the idea
further. That evening, Dr. Loren Raymond, Class of ’58, was made
aware of the idea; he immediately volunteered as a participant.
Great addition: his skills as a fundraiser were significant to the

success of this project. A meeting was set in early 2020 with
Nicholas Kent, a committee was formed, and the rest is history –
sort of.
Turning an idea into a reality can be daunting. First, the
Committee needed an initial visual rendering of the idea, which
was provided by WRA and then initiated the final design process.

If a book were to be written about this project the title
should be: “Three Amateurs Saved By A Pro.” And that pro is
architectural designer Christopher Bach of Hudson, whose design
talent and skills have created a worthy memorial to our fallen.
He has provided the project with top quality manufacturers and
restoration specialists. His supervision of the construction has
guaranteed perfection.
Not only will these names live on through the Memorial,
but also in the classroom. WRA is offering an elective Hudson
history course which includes the stories of the men being honored.
And the library will receive from the Committee a selection of
books pertaining to them.
The WRA Alumni War Memorial Committee thanks our
generous donors and the WRA Administration for their great
support.

